WHAT ARE POCKET PAGES?

November 1, 1972

Dear Friends:

I gave it this name because that's what it is — a pocket on a piece of paper. We became interested in Pocket Pages about six years ago. This was a white piece of paper 5 1/2 inches wide by 8 1/2 inches high. Affixed toward the top is a clear piece of tricite 4 3/4 x 6. At the bottom of the page is a printed space for the country, catalogue price, catalogue number and our price. Then there is a perforated line and the printing is repeated. The pages are punched for a standard three ring binder. Now what's so special about this and why am I telling you about it? After we entered into manufacturing these for our own use, we were surprised at the number of other dealers, collectors and accumulators who liked them and wanted to purchase these and have a steady source for supplies.

A stamp set, of block when placed in the pocket holds fast to its position and virtually cannot be knocked out of the pocket. They are ideal for selling or storing stamps. Many dealers now use them for counter purposes. There are also smaller sizes.

We now manufacture over 1 million a year. If you are interested please write — we will be happy to send samples with our prices.

We recently received an order for 100,000 packets of 25 Canada including 7 large stamps — each packet to be identical. You have to have a fair stock to handle an order of this size, plus the ability to make and deliver in a short period of time.

An accumulation of Canada mint Maple Leaf and Numeral issues was brought into our store and we bought it. Included were full sheets and all values up to the 5c. Some were in quite large quantities and the lot included the overprints and the 2c Maps. (sorry the Maps are already sold.) Original finds of this kind in brilliant fresh mint condition are a delight to handle.

Many large collections have recently been purchased — one from the Estate of Mr. Grannell of Oakville, Ontario. This was contained in fifteen loose leaf albums. Having collected for over 50 years, he had a fine range of the older issues and the unusual. Another was completely opposite being in 12 modern Scott albums, all recent issues of a topical nature and with many of the stamps not yet mounted.

An important purchase was made of a large stock, mint and used, of the early issues of Maldives Islands with a catalogue value in excess of $30,000.00. As a British Colony, these Islands are a popular group with collectors.

I have just bought another fine lot of Newfoundland including some very rare items and sheets. Then a beautiful collection and stock of Vatican — a Scandinavian album and European collection in five albums.

If you have been reading my letters, you will know by now that we buy anything in stamps in any quantity of value. What have you for sale? Write or telephone me today.

Philatelically yours,

HARRY B. MARTIN, Jr.

Empire Stamp Corporation Limited
1150 YONGE STREET • TORONTO, ONTARIO
(Telephone 921-8967)
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EDITORIAL

“All animals are equal but some are more equal than others”
George Orwell (Animal Farm)

For some little time after a large convention or exhibition, whether on the local or the national level, one hears criticism that this or that “in-group” is running the thing. A little common sense will make it clear that to organize any complex function, and conventions can be very complex, an “in-group” to do the organizing is essential. Conventions and exhibitions don’t just happen. It takes a lot of work usually by a comparatively small number of people to put on even a modest local exhibition.

It takes an “in-group” of officers to run a local club and it takes an “in-group” of directors and officers to run a national society and when they cooperate to put on a show, the combination appears to the casual visitor to be a clique from which he is excluded. If he has made no contribution to the function other than to register or pay for his ticket, this is quite true. The organizing group has quite enough on it’s hands without trying to be “hail fellow well met” with every Joe who comes through the door.

It is quite easy to become part of this “in-group”. All that is necessary is that one be willing to work.

There are also those naive souls who think that a mutual love of stamp collecting will sweep away the social barriers that exist in the every day world and that clerks and financiers should be able to socialize equally. Unfortunately such mutuality requires a strong foundation of background, similarity of interest and personality to be successful. The only way to join some of the social “in-groups” is to be acceptable on an individual basis. Merely being a stamp collector is no guarantee of social acceptability.

TAX

Elsewhere in this issue will be found correspondence relating to the new tax regulations which should be noted by every member. The ruling made by the Department of National Revenue is an important clarification of this confusing legislation. Director Colin H. Bayley of Ottawa was the driving force behind the Society’s efforts in this regard and is to be congratulated upon the results which will be of value to collector and dealer alike.

YOUTH PROGRAMME

The British Post Office has been most kind to us by making available two booklets:

Stamps in School
Thematic Collecting

Although both booklets deal with British stamps only they can be easily adapted to the postage of any other country. British stamps are beautiful and express a definite purpose, a teacher or youth group leader will find them admirable to introduce to youngsters.

The Youth Program of the Royal printed a booklet: Come Blow Your Horn. This booklet deals with study of history, geography and economics of Canada through postage. Designed primarily for the under 15 group it would, nevertheless be of interest to topical collectors of any age as well as to beginners.

All three booklets are available on first come basis from:

Youth Education Program
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada
157 Clifton Avenue
Downsview 475, Ontario

There is no charge for these booklets to teachers and youth group leaders.

FORTHCOMING ISSUES

1 November: Christmas Issue - four stamps
29 November: 100th Anniversary, Death of Cornelius Krieghoff
1973 PROGRAMME
Jeanne Mance (1606-1673)
François Xavier de Laval (1623-1708)
J. E. H. MacDonald (1873-1932)
Prince Edward Island
Nellie McClung (1873-1951)
The Royal Canadian Mounted Police
Joseph Howe (1804-1873)
Christmas
Canadian Indians

* * * *

We were sorry to learn of the death of Edith M. Faulstich. Well known in postal history circles Mrs. Faulstich had written many articles and her book on the Canadian Expeditionary Force in Siberia is only one of her contributions to Canadian philately.

* * * *

SALES DEPARTMENT

With many requests being received from new members for sales circuits I find the supply position becoming drastic in certain respects. Firstly most of the enquiries are for good early Canada and with early Great Britain taking a close second and sorry to say supplies are not coming in fast enough to meet the demand. Many members to date have not received a single circuit due to lack of suitable material. So here and now I am asking for more books of early CANADA, GREAT BRITAIN and U.S.A., both mint and used. Also required at this time is supplies of USED British Pacific Islands. Plenty of mint books of these in stock.

The early Canadian covers mentioned in the last issue have nearly all been sold so if any of you have any surplus please mount them in books and send them in... members are waiting for them.

Please note that books of the following are NOT required:

ISRAEL: BRITISH ASIA: BRITISH COLONIES: LATIN AMERICA.

I note that some members are looking for good Canada at 40% catalog, and of course they are looking in vain. Please do not request Canadian circuits at these prices because we do not have any. Too many of you are waiting for the available Canadian circuits at realistic prices, to waste time and postage on those looking for what we haven't got.

Still having problems with poorly hinged stamps. I would appreciate some attention being given to this by those sending in books.

It won't be long until Christmas is here so may I take this opportunity of wishing you all a pleasant holiday season.

P.S. - Just received some scarce Canadian semi-officials.

Gordon F. W. Frost
P.O. Box 345
Willowdale, Ontario
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THE CAPITAL GAINS TAX

AN OFFICIAL STATEMENT

During the early part of 1972 Director Colin H. Bayley commenced discussions with the Department of National Revenue aimed at clarifying this legislation for our members. The following two letters are self-explanatory and members are advised to retain them for reference.

June 15, 1972

Mr. J. S. Stewart
Estate and Gift Tax Division
Department of National Revenue,
Taxation

Dear Mr. Stewart:

Following our meeting at your office, of March 21, 1972, I had intended to record the substance of our discussion in a memorandum to Mr. Harry Sutherland, President, The Royal Philatelic Society of Canada, since, as I pointed out to you, the Society is very much interested in the hearing, on the hobby of philately, of the new Capital Gains aspect of the recent tax reform legislation.

However, before doing this, I thought I should write you a letter setting out my understanding of the conclusions reached in our discussion, for your comment. I would have done this sooner, but I was awaiting an opportunity to discuss some further points with you and this was not possible until our telephone conversation of May 25, 1972.

I must first thank you for the insight which you gave me on the Department's basic philosophy in the matter of capital gains on collections of stamps and other collectable items, namely,

a) that in view of the readily saleable nature of rare stamps of high philatelic and monetary value, such stamps can be used to generate substantial capital gains;

b) but, that in seeking to bring this situation under reasonable taxation control, the Department does not wish to impose a system whereby philatelists would be required to be accountable for each and every stamp collected, traded or sold by them.

These two views seem to be reasonable and I was gratified to learn from you that your Department's present interpretation of the new capital gains legislation, as it applies to the hobby of philately, is that it is only items valued at more than one thousand dollars (expected current auction realization) that would be concerned; that where, in a collection, such items were present along with other items having values of less than one thousand dollars, the aggregate of these latter items, even if in excess of one thousand dollars would not be subject to the capital gains tax; and that, by the same token, a collection containing no items valued at more than one thousand dollars, but having a total value of more than one thousand dollars, would not be subject to capital gains tax on being sold.

You will recall that we also discussed the meaning of such terms as "item" and "set" as applied to philatelic tax matters, my understanding of the meaning of these terms in the context of our discussion being:

"item" — a single stamp, block of stamps, sheet of stamps; or an essay or proof either single or in multiples; or a folded letter, cover or postal stationery piece.

"set" — a number of stamps belonging together and relating to each other, produced and issued simultaneously or over a short period of time.

Finally, it is my understanding that, in order to have the information required under the new capital gain legislation, philatelists should have a record of the following information with respect to items valued at more than one thousand...
CANADIAN HIBRITE PAPERS

Hibrite paper is a superior quality bright white paper used on many recent Canadian issues. This paper glows twice as brightly as the ordinary fluorescent paper under an ultra violet lamp. Since 1968 some commemorative issues were printed exclusively on this experimental paper, some on regular cream paper, and others on both. For a short period some definitives were printed on this paper before the switch to the new P.V.A. gum. Due to the scarcity of some stamps, we can offer the following, subject unsold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>454</td>
<td>$.25</td>
<td>$.20</td>
<td>454b***</td>
<td>$7.00</td>
<td>$ —</td>
<td>468b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>458*</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>458f</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>459**</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>458g</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>460</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>458h #</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>461</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>458j</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>462</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>468a # #</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>463</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>464</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>465</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 5c. precancel on hibrite available used for $1.00 each
** 8c. Alaska sold only in set (#454-65) for $15.00
*** 6c. orange 25c. booklet on hibrite perf. 10
# 6c. block perf. 10 from booklet — straight edges
## 6c. orange coil, some used pairs at $3.50 available.
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dollars in their collections:
(a) Original purchase price of such
item or items;
(b) the market value (expected auction
realization) of such item or items
on Valuation Day (Jan. 1, 1972);
(c) the expected auction realization
of such item or items;
(d) the amount realized on any such
item or items sold since Jan. 1, 1972,
this being, of course, a matter rele-
vant to the owner's current income
tax return.

I would appreciate receiving your
comments on my understanding, as
given above, of the various points which
we discussed.

If you are in agreement with what I
have written we would wish to publish
it, together with your reply, in the
Canadian Philatelist for the guidance of
our membership.

On behalf of the President and
Directors of The Royal Philatelic Society
of Canada, I should like to convey the
Society's very best thanks for your
courtesy and helpfulness in this matter.

Yours very truly,
Colin H. Bayley

* * * *

July 20th, 1972

Mr. Colin H. Bayley, M.B.E.,
Director
The Royal Philatelic Society of
Canada
Dear Mr. Bayley:

Re: Valuation of Stamps

Thank you for your letter of June 15,
1972 which sets out the items discussed
at our meeting of March 21, 1972.

With regard to the third paragraph of
your letter I would point out that policy
with regard to the subject matter of
taxable property is not the responsi-

bility of this Department. These matters
are determined by Parliament with the
advice of the Department of Finance.
However, administration of the law is
the responsibility of this Department
and our interpretation of the capital
gains provisions as it applies to col-
lector's items is generally as set out in

your letter.

For purposes of clarification, however,
I would like to make the following
comments.

You use the term “expected current
auction realization or price” as the de-

inition of value. The Act uses the
term “fair market value” which has been
defined as “the highest price expressed
in terms of money or money's worth
obtainable in an open and unrestricted
market between informed prudent par-
ties under no compulsion to act and
acting at arms length”. We interpret
this to mean what the owner could ex-
pect to receive for the property in the
best market available to him, without
any deductions for commission or sell-
ing cost. Whether or not auction is the
best market in all circumstances is of
course open to question.

Your definition of “item” and “set”
shown on page 2 of your letter is noted.
The term “item” is not used in the Act.
When referring to capital gains the term
used is “a property”. Its definition
would cover the definition you use for
“item”.

The term “set” which is used in the
Act is not otherwise defined and there-
fore takes on its normal meaning. Your
definition is in accordance with our in-
terpretation.

The information which we would re-
commend that each philatelist should
maintain is:
(a) the original cost of each stamp or
set where cost exceeded $1,000.
(b) the market value of each stamp or
set held on Valuation Day (Dec-
ember 31, 1971) where such value
was in excess of $1,000.
(c) the proceeds of disposition (sale
price less selling costs) of each
stamp or set where such pro-
ceeds exceed $1,000.

The above information is recommend-
ed for ordinary collectors and should
not be interpreted as sufficient for a
taxpayer who is in the business of trad-
ing in stamps or other collector's items.

I should also point out that the above
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information relates to the Income Tax Act at this date as it is presently being interpreted by this Department. Amendments to the Act or future court cases could lead to different interpretations and the Department’s interpretation could change accordingly.

I hope that this will be of assistance to you and to members of The Royal Philatelic Society of Canada.

Yours truly,

J. S. Stewart
Chief Appraiser,
Estate and Trust Division.

* * * *

Dear Sir:

In the past, many handbooks and articles have been written on Canadian cancellations. All of these handbooks covering RPO’s, precancels, rollers, squared circles, registered etc. have provided the collector with a variety of interesting sidelines, and for some specialists, the basis for entire collections.

On perusing the literature I feel that one area of cancel collecting has been ‘left out’ - that being modern Canadian cancels and handstamps. The number of types of cancels used in the Elizabethan period is extensive if one considers turn-date stamps, machine stamps, registered markings, tax handstamps, no such address, crash cancels, return to sender, coloured cancels etc. . . .

I’m sure that there is a member who is willing to take on the challenge of writing an article or two for the Canadian Philatelist on this topic.

Ken Pugh #9503.
VALUABLE INFORMATION

In my never ending search for Canadian errors and varieties, it may be of interest that over a million dollars has been spent over the past 20 years just on this one sideline. Not all of this money bought actual errors but a good percentage did. Rest went either to buy quantities of certain stamps hoping to find what was suspected as likely being there. It usually was!

A wider circle of searchers is needed. I sometimes become aware of scarce varieties long before they are generally recog-nized. For example, have available data on 2 major errors possible to find amongst certain used Canada and for which I'd gladly pay $100.00 to $1000.00 each.

On receipt of $2.00 will send an illustrated leaflet fully describing same PLUS an actual scarce Canadian variety well worth $5.00 net PLUS still other data worth a great deal more to any collector.

Or if you are a general collector, send in $10.00; you will get not only the above, but also a very attractive lot of various odds and ends. enough to make you wonder how in the world it is possible. Easy. Just spend 51 years as a dealer accumulating stamps.

Please allow plenty of time for a reply, especially during the summer months.

K. BILESKI

STATION "B" WINNIPEG MANITOBA CANADA

(same address for the past 35 years)
Little is known about the post in Gaul, inhabited by primitive Celtic people, prior to the occupation of the territory by the Romans. It was Caius Julius Caesar (100-44 B.C.) who in a decade (57-49) subdued the vast region, conquering for Rome one of the most beautiful and significant provinces. The conquerors undertook the colonization and their administration was anxious to build and establish efficient avenues of communications that would link the regions with Rome.

On a network of roads the important service of mail was developed called "CURSUS PUBLICUS". To commemorate this event the French Postal Administration, on 16 March 1963, issued a stamp to celebrate the annual stamp day and dedicated it to Postal History. The engraver, J. Piel, reproduced a bas-relief of a monument situated in the Postal Museum of Paris showing a postal wagon of the Gaul-Roman period carrying two persons and drawn by two horses. (Fig. 1).

The Roman Empire fell and Gaul was conquered by various barbaric tribes and we do not have detailed information on how much of the efficient postal service organized by the Romans survived during their domination.

Between 768-814 Charlemagne (742-814), second king of the CAROLINGIAN dynasty, founded a vast empire and his reorganization placed particular emphasis on the postal service which became an important instrument of control and coordination among the various regions of the empire. The Carolingian dynasty was followed by the CAPEBIAN which for almost three hundred years fought vigorously to give unity back to France by destroying the power of the feudal system. The last Capetain king was Charles IV (The Handsome).

In the XIII century in most progressive nations of Europe, including France, private postal service organizations already existed but served only sovereigns, governors, princes, feudatories, religious orders, universities and craftsman cor-
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portations. For example, the kings of France had instituted the "King's Messengers" to whom was entrusted the official mail.

The engraver, R. Caml, utilized the figure of a royal postal messenger of the end of the middle ages drawing it from an ancient miniature for a commemorative stamp issued on 18 March 1962, to celebrate the Annual Stamp Day. (Fig. 2).

The postal messengers also accepted the task of carrying private correspondence for compensation predicated on the distance, the weight, the value of the item and the discomfort to overcome for the delivery. As time went by discord and rivalry among messengers arose. With this rivalry inaccurate service in relation to mailing instructions resulted and they could not continue in competition with the State Post which was established on a more solid base.

Louis XI (1423-1483), after a secular and victorious war against England, ascended to the throne of France in 1461. He consolidated national unity and independence. One of his aims was to arrange an efficient postal service in conformity to the requirements of the nation. On 19 June 1464 he created an effective postal organization which became the French Post. The event was recorded on 13 October 1945, with the issue of a commemorative engraved by R. Serres, who depicted King Louis XI and in the background a mounted postal carrier. (Fig. 3).

In the XV century a network of efficient postal communications was organized in the most important centres of Europe by members of the TASSIS family, (the family, known as TASSI, came from the Bergame Valley in the mountains of Northern Italy). Francois de Tassis (1450-1515) lived in an eventful period of political life in Europe. Not only did he know how to develope and improve the postal system created by his predecessors, bringing it to a remarkable importance, but he was also able to conduct himself diplomatically among the conflicting interests of the various
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nations and the different dynasties. He improved his services in the principal nations of Europe including France. For his efforts he was made General Quaestor and Great Master of Post by Charles V (1500-1558), Emperor of Germany and King of Spain. Francois de Tassis is shown on a commemorative issued in 1956. The engraving was by Pheulpin. (Fig. 4).

Fouquet de la Varanés contribution in 1598 was honoured by a commemorative engraved by R. Serras. (Fig. 5).

In spite of the remarkable impulse given to the development of the State Post by Louis XI the growing importance of the famous University of Paris which had its own private post brought serious conflict between them. Consequently, Louis XIII of Bourbon, called the “Just” (1601-1643), under the guardianship of his mother, Maria de Medici (because he was under age) ascended to the throne of France in 1610 and came to power in 1617. With the energetic guidance of his most important collaborator and political Armand Jean Duplessis, Duke of Richelieu and in succession Cardinal (1585-1642), he set the postal service under the supreme direction of the State. The famous minister was honoured by issuing on 12 June 1935 a commemorative to celebrate the 300th anniversary of the Academy of France founded by the Cardinal. The engraving was by Ouvre. (Fig. 6).

The final suppression of the University Post and the creation of the Royal State Post was attributed to the Italian Cardinal Giulio Mazzarino (1602-1661) who succeeded Richelieu in 1642. Cardinal Mazzarino, while minister during the reign of Anne of Austria (1602-1666) instituted the great Postal Reform in 1643. In order that the new system would not be too great a burden on the Treasury, impoverished by internal wars, the shrewd minister made overtures to the private postal agencies. This had an interesting result in the service instituted in Paris in 1653 by Count de Vélayer, who placed in the city postal
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1250 University St., Montreal 110, P.Q.
POSTAL STATION “B”
Sparks Street Mall, Cor. Sparks and Elgin
Streets, Ottawa, Ontario K1P 5A0
Station Haute Ville
3 rue Buade, Quebec 4, P.Q.
Postal Station “C”
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Ontario (Metropolitan Toronto)

* Packages of assorted single stamps only are available at this location.

A L’INTENTION DE TOUS LES PHILATELISTES
ET COLLECTIONNEURS DE TIMBRES,
LES POSTES CANADIENNES ONT MIS SUR PIED
UN CENTRE DE SERVICE POSTAL OFFRANT UNE
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* Seules peuvent être obtenues, à cet endroit, des envelopes de timbres
assortis.
boxes and organized a regular pick-up and delivery of the correspondence. That laudable initiative did not have, however, a great success. Since at that time very few people could read or write the movement and the volume of correspondence was limited.

During the reign of Louis XIV (1643-1715), also called the Sun King, the French Postal services, under the superintendence of General Francois Michel Le Tellier, Marquis de Louvois (1641-1691), proceeded with swiftness and regularity, but from the civil rights point of view they left much to be desired. Louvois tightened control of travel and mails. All travellers had to have passports. They were frequently stopped and searched and the letters they carried were opened and read. There was very little freedom in the Sun King’s State. He also put through two important measures against the private post. The first was a decree laying down that all postal services in France belonged to the State and that only those who could prove that they held an earlier contract might still run private services. The other measure was what was called “farming” the Post. By “farming” was meant hiring out the right to run the Post. At first “farming” led to good results, but in the long run the “farmers” were spoiled by their own monopoly and began to raise fees without giving better service. Postal rates climbed so high that the public were unable to accept the letters addressed to them, (in those days the receiver paid the fee). The Post, like other State activities in France, sank deeper and deeper into corruption until revolution engulfed the country.

Louis XIV and the General Superintendents of the Post were honoured with two commemoratives; the first is the final value of a set issued in 1944 to celebrate the famous Frenchmen of the XVII century, (the engraver was Gandon). (Fig. 7). The other was issued in 1947 to celebrate the annual Stamp Day. The engraver was R. Serres. (Fig. 8).

In the XVII century fishermen also carried the mails. Their journeys were

---
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**NOW AVAILABLE**

The Finest in Stamp Mounts

**THE PRINZ STRIPS**

For greater protection and beautiful display of your stamps

The Prinz Mounts give more and cost less.

- Superior quality
- Heavy gauge polystyrol
- Glass clear
- Black background
- Extra strength gum -100% positive adhesion
- Lower prices and 1 extra strip per pack
- Large range of sizes

**Prinz strips are made from pure polystyrol which cannot damage or affect paper, colour or gum of any known stamp.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Style No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24MM</td>
<td>1”</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26MM</td>
<td>1 1/32”</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.5MM</td>
<td>1 1/16”</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29MM</td>
<td>1 1/8”</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30MM</td>
<td>1 1/4”</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31MM</td>
<td>1 3/16”</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33MM</td>
<td>1 5/16”</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36MM</td>
<td>1 7/32”</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>$1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38MM</td>
<td>1 17/32”</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>$1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40MM</td>
<td>1 11/32”</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44MM</td>
<td>1 1/16”</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52MM</td>
<td>2 1/16”</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55MM</td>
<td>2 3/16”</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65MM</td>
<td>2 5/32”</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88MM</td>
<td>3 1/2”</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For blocks - 11 holders per packet

148 x 120MM 5 3/4 x 4 3/4”  $1.60
160 x 120MM 6 3/8 x 4 3/4”  $1.60

Order in quantity and save - $10.00 to $25.00 - 10% discount

Prinz guillotine - a precision tool to cut the holders — $7.50

Plus these introductory bonuses:

- With every $20.00 order after discount - one Mexican gold peso ($3.75 value).
- With every $30.00 order net - two Mexican gold pesos ($7.50 value).
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**REGENCY COIN AND STAMP CO. LTD.**

1001 Lindsay Bldg., WINNIPEG, MANITOBA
Call it colorful, with pictorial vignette and border designs on every page that are tastefully presented in sparkling multicolor. Notice that it's fully illustrated, with a picture in every display space so you won't be confused about where stamps belong. Say it's educational, thanks to the informative background notes that are given for every issue. Don't forget durability, because the pages are made of long-lasting card stock, and the binder is sturdily constructed to White Ace's premium specifications. And then there's flexibility, which points to the easy-to-use looseleaf page style and regularly published supplements.

Really... whatever you want in an album, this handsome White Ace has it. Collecting Canadian stamps is fun no matter how you go about it, but it's sheer pleasure with this White Ace beauty of an album. Try it. Thousands of collectors already have... and they're glad.
irregular and depended on the movement of fish. The State, therefore, put its own mail boats into use. The disgruntled fisherman, who had come to regard the mails as their monopoly, attacked the new vessels and it became necessary to arm them. Thus, the armed mail “Packets”, as the State ships were called, came into being. To record this period in postal history the Postal Administration issued in 1965 a commemorative to celebrate the annual Stamp Day. The engraver, R. Cami, depicted on the stamp the Packet Ship “La Guienne”. (Fig. 9).

The two other General Superintendents of Post during the reign of Louis XV (1715-1774) are shown on two commemoratives issued in 1953 and 1949. On the first one the engraver, R. Serres, has shown the Count d’Argenson (1694-1757). (Fig. 10). On the second, the Duke Choiseul (1719-1795). (Fig. 11).

The Maritime Postal Service, as it existed in 1870 is shown on a stamp issued in 1957. The engraver, Decaris, showed on the stamp a Felucca of the XVIII century. (Fig. 12).

More fortunate than Vélayer was M. Piarron de Chamousset (1717-1773), a Parisian philanthropist, who in 1760 resumed and improved the Paris postal service system initiated by Vélayer. It must be remembered that in the XVIII century Paris which already had regular postal connections with the principal European nations and the world, did not have an organized internal postal service within the city walls. A citizen who wanted to send a message to an acquaintance would make use of his own servant or if he did not have one he was compelled to turn to agents who charged high fees without assuring delivery. Such unfavourable postal conditions for the private citizen induced de Chamousset, concerned for the people’s welfare, to resolve the inconveniences and on 9 June 1760 he obtained from Louis XV letters patent, with which he was authorized to establish the pick-up and the delivery service of the correspondence within the city of Paris and it became known as “Petite Poste” to distinguish it from the State Post. The messengers of this institution ran through the city shaking a kind of rattle inviting the citizens to deposit their letters in the closed box which they carried. At the same time citizens paid them the amount of two centimes which constituted the charge for the service. On their return
NEW...from
HARRIS
UNITED STATES
PLATE BLOCK
ALBUM

(INCLUDING ZIP CODE AND MAIL EARLY INSCRIPTION BLOCKS)

Unrivalled Loose-Leaf Album With Entirely New
Concept Suggested By And Designed For
Plate Block Collectors

This brand new, completely revised, U.S. Plate Block Album Set from Harris, in two handsome, enlarged, vinyl-covered volumes, is completely modern in construction and arrangement. It’s 100% illustrated with clear beautiful illustrations. Pages are printed one side only on heavy, quality paper. Special features include accurate identifying information; historical sketches for all commemoratives; and a section on “The Features of Plate Block Collecting.”

Volume A. 1901-63 – Commemorative, Air Post, Air Post Special Delivery, Special Handling and Certified Mail Plate Blocks. 1922-63 – Regular Postage and Special Delivery Plate Blocks. Will never require a supplement.

Volume B. 1964 Onward – Commemorative, Regular Postage, Air Post and Special Delivery Plate Blocks plus Zip Code and Mail Early Inscription Blocks. Illustrated Supplements will be published in January of each year.

Available Now
Published by H.E. Harris & Co., Boston, Mass. 02117
ORDER FROM YOUR FAVORITE STORE OR DEALER
to the post office, (nine were formed in various zones of the city) a deputy, who was the only employee to have the key of the box, opened it and extracted the mail to deliver at once in the city. A letter entrusted to a messenger around seven o’clock in the morning arrived in the hands of the addressee three hours later and if the addressee replied through another messenger in the afternoon the sender received the reply in the same day.

The “Petite Poste” had a remarkable success and although its originator had to cover all the expenses initially he was later able to draw remarkable profits. De Chamouset was the originator and organizer of the local postal service. The engraver, R. Serres, has reproduced the figure of a postman of the “Petite Poste”, drawing it from a painting by de Chamouset himself, on a commemorative issued in 1961 to celebrate the annual Stamp Day. (Fig. 13).

During the stormy period of the French Revolution the Post was the object of particular scrutiny and attention by the National Convention and the Directory and eventually passed into government control and became a true State monopoly. This system, lasting until 1878, operated under war conditions in 1870 when the correspondence between Paris, under siege by the Prussians, and Tours, temporary seat of the government was ensured by means of aerostatic balloons. This event was remembered in 1955 the 85th anniversary of the Balloon Post with a commemorative issue, on which the engraver, R. Serres, has represented the scene of the dispatch of the mail by means of balloon. (Fig. 14).

The postal service by means of postal railway coach, as it was in 1844, was recorded by issuing a commemorative to celebrate the centenary of France’s travelling postal service on which the engraver, L. Pellitan, has represented a railway coach of the Postal Administration on a typical XVIII century line. (Fig. 15).

During the Napoleonic Empire, the general director of the Post (1804-1815) was Antoine Marie Chamans, Count of Lavallette (1769-1830) who was honoured by a commemorative issued in 1954 to celebrate the annual Stamp Day. The engraver was J. Piel. (Fig. 16).

Following the English example the first adhesive postal stamp was approved. The change, nevertheless, did not meet in the beginning with the approval of the general public. The result was that the government to make the new system popular directed that the letters affixed with adhesive stamps would have precedence over the others, obtaining thus, in spite of mistrust, a postal traffic increment. At the same time the tariff scale in use in the first half of the 1800’s was substituted with the single fee established as 20 centimes and later in 1850 increased to 25 centimes. Monsieur E. Arago who influenced adoption of adhesives was recognized by the French Postal Administration in 1948 by the issuance of a commemorative in the annual celebration of Stamp Day and the centenary of the first French postage stamps. The engraver, R. Serres, has reproduced schematically, one of the first French stamps and Etienne Arago. (Fig. 17). The first postage stamps issued on 1 January 1849 were 20 centimes and 1 Franc values; in the following year (1850) other values were issued: 10, 15, 25 and 40 centimes. The design of these stamps is the representation of Ceres’ profile head. Designer and engraved by J. J. Barré.

In the years after the introduction of postal reform, adopted first by Great Britain in 1840, international correspondence was costly and impeded by the rules in force in each state - message weight, the postage fee, the monetary system, etc. - and also the fact that on top of the postage fee of the country where the letter was mailed another fee was added which was fixed by the State through which the letter travelled for eventual delivery. Consequently for the
Canada Post Offices
1755 – 1895

by Frank W. Campbell

Now available for the first time in published form, Canada Post Offices 1755 – 1895 represents the results of over 30 years of extensive research by Frank W. Campbell, involving the tabulation of individual postal names as they changed over time. Several thousand hand-drawn postmark illustrations are interspersed in the text. Encompassing 208 pages, this large-format (8½ x 11-inch) hard-bound reference is an absolute necessity for students of postal history and collectors of Canadian Postal markings from the stampless cover period up to the twentieth century.

$15.00 (U.S.)

Order from: Quartermen Publications
5 South Union Street
Lawrence, Massachusetts 01843
continuous development of international trade and for increased postal traffic the necessity of an accord to overcome this problem began to be felt.

A proposal advanced in 1859 by the Dane Nichaelsen, found favour only four years later when in 1863, Montgomery Blair, Post Master General of U.S.A. sent to the Chancellor’s offices of the most advanced nations a proposal that an international meeting should be called to study conditions and to facilitate the transit of the correspondence through various nations and to develop the criteria for such an important branch of human activity. Fifteen countries replied to the proposal and from 11 May to 8 June 1863, the First International Postal Conference was assembled in Paris at the Hotel Des Postes. Thirty-one items, which formed the basis which resulted in the following years of the formation of the Universal Postal Union, were approved. The event was recorded in 1963 by issuing a commemorative on which the engraver, Gandon, represented the Palace of Posts in Paris and a stage coach of the last century. (Fig. 18).

The motorized rural postal service, as it is today, was symbolized by the Postal Administration in 1958, by a commemorative on which the engraver, Gandon, has represented a country landscape on which on a principal road, a postman on motorcycle and another on a bicycle are removing the mail from a postal truck for distribution. (Fig. 19).

Air mail service of our day was signified by a commemorative in 1959, for the annual celebration of Stamp Day, in which the engraver, Gandon, has represented a postal aircraft during a landing at night on an illuminated runway of a well equipped airport. (Fig. 20).

IDEAL FOR SALES BOOKS.

RUBBER STAMPS

$1.75

postpaid

C. M. Lentz, P.O. Box 402, Youngstown, Ohio 44501 USA
Serving Collectors since 1936
A cutter malfunction has resulted in another Canadian Stamp Variety. Several letters of enquiry have established that there exists, only one other coil roll like this one.

(This article appeared in the May 13, 1972 issue of “Stamps” Magazine, New York).

**Canadian Coil Blocks Found Imperforate**

Richard A. Coomber of Windsor, Ontario, Canada reports that two full coil rolls of the 8c. Queen Elizabeth definitive, originally placed on sale 30 December 1971, have been found imperforate horizontally. At the present time it is believed that five such rolls exist. The malfunction in the cutter assembly was repaired very soon after the discovery of these rolls, and as the discovery was made in Ottawa there is doubt that very many more imperforate rolls are in circulation elsewhere. There are fifty blocks to a roll of 200 stamps.

It would be appreciated if any information regarding similar items would be sent to Richard A. Coomber, 3552 Peter Street, Windsor 10, Ontario, Canada.
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**R & G STAMPS**

3552 PETER STREET

WINDSOR 10, ONTARIO

R.P.S.C.  B.N.A.P.S.

This ad space is being donated to the Canadian Cystic Fibrosis Foundation for the benefit of those unfortunate children who have been stricken with this lung disease. Help give a child “The Breath of Life” by buying one or more of both items offered. Descriptive literature for C.F. accompanies each shipment. All proceeds go directly to the C.F. Foundation.

**Quality plus. Northrite Ballpoint pen with King Size refill #10 and Formula 1 ink. Each pen tested before mailing. $1.25 each Ppd. — Both Items Made In Canada.**

Order both items and save 25c. Both for $3.50 Postpaid.

Mailing Address: C.F., 3555 SANDWICH ST.

WINDSOR 10, ONTARIO, CANADA.
The 1967 centennial stationery series has turned out to be what I think the most fascinating issue ever, especially the envelopes. A lot of both major and minor varieties have appeared over the recent years and they were all available to the general public at one time. This particular issue has created a number of “firsts” in the stationery field, as follows:—1) created both a triple and quaduple printing impression, something which has not yet been found on any other issue, 2) only issue that has witnessed three postal rate increases within a matter of only four years, 3) has five different major types of surcharging dies as follows:—a) circular with central figure of “5” being five millimeters high, b) circular with central figure of “5” being four millimeters high, c) circular with the cent symbol closed, d) circular with the cent symbol open and e) the red maple leaf surcharge. 4) both the 7c. and 8c. postcards, #8 and #10 envelopes exist with the official Ottawa Day of Issue cancel, with both the adhesive stamps and the stationery items having been issued on the same day! There are only around four hundred of each 7c. and 8c. #10 envelopes first day cancelled, but nevertheless they should be included in a good Canada collection just like the ordinary stamp first day covers.

Having recently been very fortunate to go through several thousands of the centennial stationery envelopes, I have come across some new major varieties which I am now reporting on. Only two of the 5c. PRECANCELLED surcharged 6c. #10 (figure 1) have been found so far. This is definitely rarer than the 3c. not precancelled surcharged 5c., and no #8 size has yet been found.

The 4c. #10 Cameo stamp size 24½ x 21 mm and the 4c. #8 Cameo stamp size 25½ x 21⅛ mm exist with the Gasparo surcharge (figure 2) and they may also exist on the smaller die on the #8 and on the larger die of the #10 size. In any event, these are also extremely hard to get items, much scarcer than the 5c. Cameo surcharged and for some unknown reason only the Gasparo type with
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NEW 1973 LYMAN B.N.A. CATALOGUE — 3,754 PRICE INCREASES

1. 42,000 Copies Printed — A New Record. 2. 64 Pages (more than five tons of paper) — Another Record. 3. $1,350.00 Invested to Replace Worn Illustrations with Chrome Plated Copper Half Tones.

Price $1.10 Each. First Class Mail $1.30 Each
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Robert W. Lyman (Canada) Company
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WANT LISTS — we can usually guarantee a good proportion of your requirements.

NEW ISSUE SERVICE for Mint or Used - shades, perforation changes, Postage Due and Officials are optional, and, in fact, this Service is adaptable to your own particular requirements.

Ask for free Brochure
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Sp. Eq.
Guinea Rep.
Sudan
Surinam
Swaziland
Sweden
Switzerland
Syria
Togo
Tokelau Is.
Tonga
Trinidad
Tunisia
Tristan
Turkey
Turks
United Arab Emirates
United Nations
UN Imp. Bl.
of
UN Imp. Bl. of
6
UN Cards
United States
US P. Bl.
US Cards
Upper Volta
Uruguay
Vatican
Venezuela
Vietnam
(V.S.)
Virein Isl.
Wallis & Futuna
Yemen Rep.
Zambia
Zaire Rep.

Please enroll me in your New Issue Standing Order Service. (A $10.00 deposit is required for all persons unknown to us)

Name

Address

Please Send me the New Issues from the Above Checked Countries:

Singles Blocks Sheets

Please Include:

Imperf. Souvenir Sheets

Souvenir Sheets

Coils

Booklets

Major errors

Imperfs

RONALD FRANK CO., INC.

YORKTOWN OFFICE PARK
YORKTOWN HEIGHTS, N.Y. 10598

2000 MAPLE HILL STREET
PHONE 914-962-3121

AIRMAILS
ANIMALS
ANTARCTICA
APOLLO
ART & SCULPTURE
AUTOMOBILES
BIRDS
BOY SCOUTS
CHRISTMAS
EUROPA
FAMOUS "MEN"
FISH & SHELLS
FLOWERS
MEDICINE
OLYMPICS
PAINTINGS
RED CROSS
RELIGION
SHIPS
SPACE
SPORTS
STAMP ON STAMP
UN FOREIGN
UPU
Having studied the postmarks of the International type open "é" variety, I find that getting together a set showing a cancellation of each province and territory is extremely difficult. Even though Ontario, Quebec and British Columbia postmarks are somewhat plentiful, those from Prince Edward Island, Newfoundland and the territories are very rare, as are the mint envelopes of this type. Genuine commercial covers of the centennial issue are also very scarce and always seem to command a nice premium at auctions. These are covers that have a corner return address printed, and not rubber stamped, on them from some company, as seen in figure 3 which is even rarer since it is on the 3c. not precancelled envelope! I have not yet seen any other centennial commercial stationery envelopes so it seems to be another hard to come by item.

Some more minor varieties have been found recently which I feel are important enough to mention and look out for. There are some very interesting shade differences on the new 8c, especially #8 size envelopes. These can be collected in shades ranging from grey blue to an ultramarine tint, the later being the scarcer of the two. They may be different printings although some were found with the same month postmark but from different locations. A few covers of the 6c black #8 exist with a very weak strike of the stamp impression. Figure 4 shows no lines in the figure "6" and the Queen's portrait lacks many of the fine dots and lines, giving her a ghostly appearance. This looks more to have been due to worn out dies than lack of ink, as I have seen a very light shade stamp impression of this issue but the fine details were still all present in the design.

In both the 6c. orange and the 5c. surcharged 6c. #8 envelopes, I have seen what definitely are double stamp impressions. Upon close examination, one can see without glass a light "ghost" impression printed a little towards up-
Postal Stationery

OUR RECENT BUYING CAMPAIGN HAS REWARDED US WITH MANY INTERESTING COLLECTIONS TO RE-ENFORCE OUR STOCK. BY FAR THE MOST UNUSUAL OF THESE WAS A MASSIVE COLLECTION OF POSTAL STATIONERY OF THE WORLD, MAJORING IN AREOGRAMMES AND AIRLETTER SHEETS, WITH SIGNIFICANT STRENGTH IN CANADIAN ISSUES. TO GIVE AN IDEA OF THE SIZE OF THIS STOCK, THERE ARE OVER NINE HUNDRED THREE RING BINDERS OF MOUNTED MATERIAL PLUS MANY CARTONS OF BULK IN VARIOUS STAGES OF SORTATION. THE MOVER WHO BROUGHT THE COLLECTION TO TORONTO HANDED US A BILL OF LADING FOR 4,900 LBS. (TWO AND A HALF TONS)!!

WHILE IT WILL OBVIOUSLY BE SOME TIME BEFORE WE DIG OUR WAY OUT FROM UNDER THIS ONE, MANY PARTS OF THE COLLECTION ARE ALREADY WELL ARRANGED, AND WE ARE IN A POSITION TO HANDLE WANT LISTS FOR ALMOST ANY COUNTRY IN THE WORLD. IF THERE IS A PARTICULAR COUNTRY OR GROUP IN WHICH YOU SPECIALIZE, WE SUGGEST GETTING YOUR WANT LIST IN EARLY.

George S. Wegg Limited
37, VICTORIA STREET, :: TORONTO 1, CANADA
(Half a Block North of The King Edward Hotel)
TELEPHONES: Area Code 416 - 368-7528 489-1344
* CANADIAN AGENTS FOR ROBSON LOWE LIMITED *
per left in relation to the more heavily stamp impression. The designs have a slight double and shadowy image in the background, just as there is in the triple printing variety of the black 6c. Double stamp impressions do not seem to be in existence in the large #10 size for some reason.

It has proven to be that approximately 2% of the total quantity envelopes printed of any denomination of the 1968 and subsequent printings have appeared with the stamp impressions on the reverse, or coarse side of the paper. These are also found on the surcharged envelopes, creating even a wider range of varieties for the centennial specialist.

With the appearance of new definitive stamps some time this year, the end seems to be coming near for the very interesting stamps and stationery issues, which have seen a lot of major changes in the postal system itself. Also numerous experimental and new products were introduced during this issue and almost everyone was available to the general public, making the study and collecting of just the centennial issues and the new items of the era almost a lifetime work for the serious collector.

Covers here illustrated provided courtesy of Harnat Stamp Auction Company, Rm. 207 Wilderton Shopping Centre, 2615 Van Horne Ave., Montreal 251, Que.

---

M & M STAMPS REG'D

"The Stamp Showplace of Ottawa"

OFFERS AN OUTSTANDING PHILATELIC OPPORTUNITY TO VISITORS

We travel to obtain collections and estates. We are able to display 1200 stock books full of reasonably priced singles and sets from all countries. For example, we have over 100,000 different used stamps available at half Scott catalogue.

We feature a unique list of about 200 intact collections and lots, priced at a fraction of usual retail when the entire unit is taken. These tend to be quickly priced and often contain extra value. Many dealers and collectors make special visits to Ottawa, after finding unusual bargains in our store.

If you are interested in stamps, don't miss:

M & M STAMPS REG'D

85 Sparks Street — Suite 117 Phone 233-8330

Monday to Friday: 9 a.m. to 5:45 p.m. Saturday: 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

We are stamp specialists — we do not sell coins
CHAPTER MEETINGS

NOVA SCOTIA STAMP CLUB
MALFAX, NOVA SCOTIA
Established 1922
First Affiliate of the R.P.S.C. (1934)
Meets 2nd Tuesday of the Month
NOVA SCOTIA MUSEUM
Corresponding Secretary
MR. GEORGE PENCCHARD,
3749 Kencrest Ave., Apt. 8, Halifax, N.S.
VISITORS WELCOME

Lakeshore Stamp Club
501 ST. JOHN'S ROAD
POINTE CLAIRE, QUEBEC
Meeting Nights 2nd & 4th Thurs.
Sept. till June at 7:30 p.m.
— VISITORS WELCOME 
— PRESIDENT — RONALD G. POWER
— SECRETARY — MRS. HELLA STAHL
Mailing address: P.O. Box 194,
Pte Claire-Dorval, Que.
— TOURING STAMPERS WELCOME —

EDMONTON STAMP CLUB
Meetings on alternate Monday's
in the Cafeteria of the C.N. TOWER
PRESIDENT — Jan H. Roebrock, Phone 456-6273
SECRETARY — E. Christensen, Phone 477-1897
REPRESENTATIVE — G. C. Bolton,
Phone 465-2978
Address all mail to the Club
P.O. Box 299, Edmonton 15, Alberta

LA SOCIETE PHILATELIQUE
DE QUEBEC
(CHAPTE No. 40)
Meets in the
Centre Audio-Visuel
1158 Bourlamaque
Quebec
First & Third
Wednesdays of the month at 8:30 p.m.
POSTAL ADDRESS: P.O. Box 2222,
Postal Terminal, QUEBEC 2, Que.

KITCHENER WATERLOO
PHILATELIC SOCIETY
(Chapter 13, of the R.P.S.C.)
Meets at 7:30 p.m. the 2nd, Thursday
of month (except during June, July,
August & December) in Kitchener
Public Library
— Visitors Welcome 
President: Howard Bryce,
Tel. 744-8865
464 Hazel St., Waterloo, Ont.

WEST TORONTO
STAMP CLUB
Established 1935
ANAVIC HOTEL - 2080 DUFFERIN ST.
MEETINGS:
2nd and 4th TUESDAYS— 7:30 p.m.
VISITORS WELCOME

CANADIAN ASSOCIATION
FOR ISRAEL PHILATELY
(C.A.F.I.P.) RPSC Chapter # 76
Meetings every second Monday of
the month (except July and August)
at 8:00 p.m.,
Juniors 7:00 p.m. at the Jewish Public
Library, 22 Glen Park Ave.,
Toronto (Bathurst-Glencairn area).
— Visitors Welcome —
Information:
Mrs. S. Chermick, Phone 425-1346

LAKEHEAD STAMP CLUB
R.P.S.C. Chapter No. 33
Meets second Wednesday and last
Friday of each month in
Confederation College, 8 p.m.
— Visitors always welcome —
Donald Jack, Secretary-Treasurer
Apt. #9 - 2830 Victoria Ave.,
Thunder Bay “F” Ontario

NORTH TORONTO
STAMP CLUB
CHAPTER 5 OF THE ROYAL
Meetings at 7:30 p.m. on
Second and Fourth Thursdays
(except in July and August)
at
DEWI SANT WELSH UNITED CHURCH
33 Melrose Avenue
VISITORS WELCOME

EAST TORONTO STAMP CLUB
Cedarvale Park Building
Cedarvale Ave.,
First East of Woodbine, at Cosburn,
North of Arena
— 1st & 3rd Wednesdays —
Secretary: Raymond Reakes,
188 Woodmount Ave., Toronto 13
Phone: 425-1545
VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME
CHAPTER MEETINGS

OTTAWA
PHILATELIC SOCIETY
R.P.S.C. Chapter No. 16
Meet 8:00 p.m. Thursdays
September through May
CHATEAU LAURIER
Secretary: S. W. MacLeod,
840 Springland Drive (Apt. 427)
Ottawa 8
— VISITORS WELCOME —

2nd & 4th
Wednesdays
SEPT. TO MAY INC.
Y.M.C.A.,
Downtown
79 James St. S.
M. T. MONTGOMERY,
Secretary,
574 Maple Avenue,
Hamilton 24, Ont.

Chapter Fifty-one

The Canadian Philatelist Vol. 23

Winnipeg Philatelic Society
Meets 2nd and 4th Thursdays
Planetarium Building 7:30 p.m.
Secretary
ROBERT FOURES - Phone 233-6522
Visitors Welcome

WORRIED

ABOUT
HOW TO
SELL YOUR
STAMPS?

We can convert your problems to peace of mind—and cash. A letter or telephone call will bring professional help, advice about auction, private treaty or direct sale, all backed by decades of reliability and plenty of money.

R A STAMP CLUB
OTTAWA
(CHAPTER 41, RPSC)
MEETS 7:30 p.m. EVERY MONDAY at
THE R. A. CENTRE
2451 Riverside Drive,
Ottawa, Ontario.
(Except June, July and August)
Visitors Welcome — Phone 783-5100

NORTH YORK PHILATELIC SOCIETY
Meets on the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays
of each month (July & August excepted) at the North York
Memorial Community Hall,
5090 Yonge St., Willowdale, Ontario.
Secretary—Mrs. M. Summerfield,
Phone 221-0375
— VISITORS WELCOME —

VANCOUVER ISLAND PHILATELIC SOCIETY
Meetings on the SECOND THURSDAY
of each month, (except July and August) at 7.45 p.m.
SECRETARY: Chas. W. Marshall,
2012 Victor Street, VICTORIA, B.C.
Room 112, B.C. Provincial Museum
Visitors always most Welcome.

Earl P. L. Apfelbaum Inc.
1420 WALNUT ST.,
PHILA., PA. 19102
(215) 985-1550
For immediate action call
Martin Apfelbaum or David Lubeck
BANGLADESH

RARE BANGLADESH OFFERS Stamps of Pakistan hand stamp by Bangladesh Post offices at different places with different types. Collected with great difficulty from various small Villages, Towns and Cities there are several places under DANGER ZONE because mines placed by Pakistani Army has not been removed. I have collected these items by the help of THE LIBERATION ARMY, all items are very very scarce.

100 Different Mint collection of hand stamp ea $10.00
350 Different Mint collection of hand stamp ea $35.00
UNITED NATION Stamps of Pakistan hand stamp by Bangladesh with different types.
50 Different Mint collection ea $25.00
50 Different Mint Air Letters with local hand stamp ea collection $25.00
100 Different Mint Air Letters with different types very very scarce each collection $55.00
30 Different Mint LIBERATION ARMY issues, issued by THE LIBERATION ARMY DURING WAR most scarce each collection $15.00
First Flight cover Dacca-Calcutta scarce ea $ 5.00
First Boeing Flight covers Dacca-Calcutta & Calcutta-Dacca set of 2 covers $9.00. MOST SCARCE
REGISTERED COVERS Affixed 3 to 10 stamps on each cover delivered in India ea $ 2.50
Many different 10 covers $20.00
USED CANCELLED MIXTURE wide variety 100 $ 5.00
per 1000 $35.00

P. K. MUKHERJEE, PTS.
GAGANDEEP FI - 9 CALCUTTA - 19 INDIA

Please note orders should be sent by REGISTERED MAIL ONLY
Cash with order by Draft or check, post free by AIR MAIL REGISTERED POST, prompt shipment.
WHAT'S NEW IN OLD CANADA

By FRED STULBERG

THE PETERBOROUGH OVAL REGISTERED DATER

The registration system was instigated in Canada on March 31, 1855 and, together with the money-letter system that it replaced, offers an interesting study in stamps, postal markings and rates. The most comprehensive study to date has been done by Horace W. Harrison and has been set forth in his book entitled “CANADA'S REGISTRY SYSTEM; 1827-1911”.

A section dealing with the oval registry markings shows ten similar markings from seven different cities. There is one each from London, Kingston, Toronto, Winnipeg, Belleville and Cobourg. In addition, four different ones from Hamilton are shown. All were used in a period from 1874 to the latter part of the 1880’s—although not simultaneously.

The only thing that these ovals have in common is the word “REGISTERED” on the upper portion. The post office designation in the lower portion varies from dater to dater. Hamilton had two with the name of the city alone. Belleville and Cobourg had the name of the town, the province (ONT) and CANADA. Hamilton, London, Kingston, Toronto and Winnipeg had the name of the town and CANADA only. Hamilton and Peterborough had the name of the town and the province (ONT) only.

A quick recount shows that there are eleven, rather than ten, of these ovals and that the extra one is from Peterborough. Although Mr. Harrison mentions the possibility of its existence, it is not illustrated in his fine book. The illustration above (the only one reported to date) shows it to be of the “town and province” type and used in 1886.

Incidentally, two covers in the author's collection show yet one more type. This is from Hamilton (showing the name of the town only) and has a completely blank indicia. This, therefore, brings to twelve the number of such markings known.

It would be interesting to see if anything further could be added to this phase of specialized postmark collecting.
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Society Reports

Applicants listed as new members have applied for membership in the Society and in accordance with the Constitution, their names are hereby published. If no adverse reports are received within thirty days of publication, they will be admitted to full membership.

(*) Has requested that street address be left out.

New Members

10203 Lewis D. Gilbert, 1165 Park Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10028, U.S.A.

10204 Guy G. Loubier, 139 boul. Mont-Bleu,
Hull, Quebec

10205 Ronald S. Gillett, P.O. Box 1419,
Medley, Alberta T0A 2M0

10206 John Joseph Kreuzberger, Jr.,
2202 ½ Brundrett Street,
Lake Charles, La. 70601, U.S.A.

10207 Joseph J. Piker, 1000 Messdale Street,
Ottawa, Ontario K2B 5S7

10208 Philip Wolf, 3202-26 Avenue, S.W.,
Calgary, Alta. T2E 8M0

10209 Richard E. Blake, P.O. Box 89,
Acton, Mass. 01720, U.S.A.

10210 T. R. Savage, 6222 Camine Caseta,
Geleta, Calif. 90017, U.S.A.

10211 Robert C. Vine, R.R. #2, Lakeside, Ontario

10212 Ian Byers, 727 Avenue Road (Lower),
Toronto 199, Ontario

10213 Harry E. Hagan, Jr., 141 S. Buckhout St.,
Irvinton, N.Y. 10533, U.S.A.

10214 Mrs. Edith Westoby 960 Winslow Ave.,
Cochitum, B.C.

10215 Arthur E. Hemmings, 1489 Farnsworth Ave.,
Ottawa, Ont. K1K 7C2

10216 David J. Hall, R.R. #1,
West Montrose, Ontario

10217 Robert G. Kuhn, 149 Circular St.,
Tiffin, Ohio 44885, U.S.A.

10218 John Francis Beer, P.O. Box 235,
San Salvador, El Salvador, C.A.

10219 Carl Eskildsen, Apt. 3, 328 Hilton Ave.,
London, Ontario

10220 Dennis McCracken, 14 Alexander Avenue, Barrie, Ont.

10221 John F. Piton, 2 Oberon Street,
Ottawa, Ontario K2M 7X7

10222 Robert Y. Wood, Jr., P.O. Box 1047,
Natchez Mississippi 38912, U.S.A.

10223 Derrick Parken, P.O. Box 5349,
Sarasota, Florida 33578, U.S.A.

10224 Peter V. Pierce, 70 Stetson St.,
Hyannis, Mass. 02601, U.S.A.

10225 Roy Trudell, 88 Wood Street,
Chatham, Ontario

10226 E. Fred Thomas, 41 Cameron Drive,
Ancaster, Ont.

10227 Gary Eldon Webber, 619 Nadine Cresc.,
Richmond, B.C.

10228 I. C. MacLeod, P.O. Box 320, Seroe
Colorado, Aruba, Netherlands Antilles

10229 Fred W. Fritzinger, P.O. Box 127,
Kirkville, Missouri 65331, U.S.A.

10230 James Alfred Stansfield, 9 Broomfield Rd.,
Pendlebury, Manchester England M27 2Xp

10231 James H. Kinley, P.O. Box 525,
Olean, N.Y. 14760, U.S.A.

10232 Robert P. Bourke, P.O. Box 891,
Toms River, N.J. 08753, U.S.A.

10233 B. E. Symchych, M.D., 6821
West Shore Drive Minneapolis,
Minnesota 55435, U.S.A.

10234 Mrs. Violet M. Thompson, Oakdene,
CWBRAN, Monmouthshire NP4 3AP,
England

10235 George H. Cooper, 15420 Macauley Ave.,
Cleveland Ohio 44110, U.S.A.

Interest

General collector

W. Europe, Scandinavia

Austria, Australia, Canada & Provinces, Germany & France

Canada; U.; Gr. Brit.

Worldwide, Canada, U.S., U.N.

Canada; Mr. Commonwealth

Canada, U.S.A., Liberia

U.S.A., Canada, Gr. Brit., Netherlands, Russia

Canada, U.S.A., Liechtenstein, Luxemburg, Bosnia & Herzegovina

Canada, OHMS & G. Newfoundland

U.S.A., Canada, Spain, Eire, Australia, G.B., BNA

Br. Colonies, Japan, Switzerland

Canada & Provinces, Cayman Islands, Malta

Canada, Europe

Canada, France, Costa Rica, Netherlands, Switzerland

Central America, Austria, Israel, G.B. & Commonwealth

Denmark & Canada

General collector

Canada

Canada (19th Cent.)

Gr. Britain, Canada, West Indies


Canada (1859-68 specialty)

Canada, Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, P.E.I., Bahamas

Canada Plate Blocks

B.N.A.

U.S.A., Canada, Scandinavia

(incl. Greenland, Iceland)


U.S.A., Canada, U.N.


Canada

Canada, Br. Colonies, Great Britain

U.S.A. & Canada
New Members

10236 J. Hannaney, P.O. Box 148, Baghdad, Iraq
10237 John Vassilaki, 769 Winnipeg Street, Penticton, B.C.
10238 Carleton Smith, 241 Thorner Drive, Hamilton, 54, Ontario
10239 Patrick J. Petta, P.O. Box 231, Pasadena, Calif. 91102, U.S.A.
10240 Herbert H. Moll, Apartade 50413, Caracas 105, Venezuela
10241 D. L. Jorgensen, Box 4885, Station "C", London, 81, Ontario
10242 Robert R. Davis, 109 Sandra Avenue, Dollard des Ormeaux 970, Quebec
10243 Jerome Husak, 3306 North 50th Street, Milwaukee, Wisc. 53216, U.S.A.
10244 John Lemkul, 5 Summer Street, Hanover, N.H. 03755, U.S.A.
10245 A. M. Palechik, 63 Smirle Avenue, Ottawa, Ontario K1Y 0B4
10246 Larry Dewell, 29 Prince Street, Bowmanville, Ontario
10247 Roger J. E. Higgins, 10 Mandel Cresc., Willowdale, Ontario
10248 Matthew D. Rifkin, 1570 Rhineland Ave., Bronx, New York 10461, U.S.A.
10249 Frank Thomson, 16 - 1st Ave., (P.O. Box 649), Wawa, Ontario, Canada
10250 L. T. Garcon, 26 Tasehereau St., West Rouyn, Quebec
10251 Karlis Krumins, 61 Moksen Street, Valleyfield, P.Q.
10252 David L. Maharam, Apt. C-7, 222 N. Salem Avenue, Arlington Heights, Ill. 60005, USA

Interests

Dealer
Dealer
Canada, Newfoundland
Worldwide Perforins, Canada
Peru & Ecuador
Canada
Canada, U.S.A., Br. America & B.W.I.
Stamps on Stamps
None shown
Canada, Br. Emp. World
Canada, Austria, U.S.A. & U.N.
B.W.I., Canada & U.N.
B.N.A.
Canada & G.B. Postal History
Canada
Canada, Latvia, Germany & World
Canada, Newfoundland & Provinces

Just to be on the safe side, leave your collection with us.

Our safe-keeping service will look after your collection whenever you’re out of town. And even when you’re in town. And if you ever sell some or all of your collection, we can safely transfer it from one Scotiabank to another for you.

Ask one of our branch managers for details. After everything you’ve put into your collection, our safe-keeping service is a small price to pay to keep it on the safe side.

The Bank of Nova Scotia
Changes of Address

Albright, Regional, Box 568, R.R. #1, Orleans, Ontario
Ball John A., 104 Aberdeen Street, Fredericton, N.B.
Bartlett, Harr H., 169 Culpeper Road, Richmond, Va. 23227, U.S.A.
Beagrie, Douglas J., General Delivery, Main Post Office, Calgary, Alta. T2P 2G8
Bigras, Gilbert, 1550 Eastern, Sudbury, Ontario
Black, W. C., 20 Queen's Gate Gardens, London SW 7, England
Burley Edw. F., 1431 Freeport Drive, Mississauga, Ontario
Carr, Douglas M., 132 Thames Street, South, Ingersoll, Ontario
Creighton R. V., Box 608, Rossyssel, N.B.
Dick, Lt. John T., Cdn. AB, Hty., Cdn. Airborne Rest, CFB Edmonton, Alberta
Droeke, Carl W., Box 1948, Hornell Heights, Ontario
Estensen, Victor, 276 Delaware Avenue, Toronto, Ontario
Forsythe, D. A., P.O. Box 211, Trout Lake, Mich. 49789, USA
Galway, Paul G., 10017 - 100 Avenue, Grande Prairie, Alta. T8V 2Y2
George Russell, 30 Charles St., West, Apt. 621, Toronto 18, Ontario
Grimmer, J. Harold, Box 9, Site 18, R.R. 2, Armdale, N.S.
Hedley, R. E., 183 West Main Street, Fondona, N.Y. 14063, U.S.A.
Heptinstall, Edith, Box 206, 1065 Burdett Ave., Victoria, B.C.
Johnstone, F./L. R., Box 5363, Edmonton, Alta. T5P 4C9
Karpoff, Boris S., 132 Faye Drive, Willowdale, Ontario
Leboe, Charles W.M., C/o FDIC Box 559, Wakefield, Mass. 01880, U.S.A.
Lee, Leslie Warren, C/o Y.M.C.A., 9050 Lyndale Ave. S., Bloomington, Minn. 55429, U.S.A.
Liddington, G. A., P.O. Box 394, Castrics, St. Lucia, British West Indies
Moore, Major Eugene D., 4900 Stillmeadow, Bryan, Texas 77801, U.S.A.
Morris, Logan A. G., P.O. Box 23, Harrow, Middlesex, HA1 3NN, England
McHale, Dr. John T., Dept. of Biological Sciences, Loyola University, New Orleans, La. 70118, U.S.A.
Naylor, K. T., Box 532, Downsview, Ontario
Oberholzer, David A., P.O. Box 1092, Westham, Ontario
Pond, Bert, 615 - 2 Street, N.E., Portage La Prairie, Man. R1N 1B3
Robertson Capt. W. A., 2809 McTavish Street, Regina, Sask. S4S 2C8
Ruta, Anthony, Apt. 314, 2 Glamorgan Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario
Sanee, E. P., 501 Jackson Place, Varsity Courts, Calgary, Alta. T2H 2V3
Scott, W. B., Jr., 193 Henderson Place, Box 365, New Richmond, P.Q.
Sendbuehler, Dr. J. M., C/o Royal Ottawa Hospital, 1146 Carling Avenue, Ottawa, Ontario K1Z 7K4
Stockwell, Henry F., Apt. 811, 2841 Richmond Road, Ottawa, Ont. K2B 6C5
Tomlinson, C. F., P.O. Box 735, Delray Beach, Fla. 33444, U.S.A.
Traves, Capt. P. J. A., RCN, 3 Westgate Drive, Jolimoin, Halifax, N.S.
Vogan, Mrs. Fanny, 1010 Alderson Avenue, Coquitlam, B.C.

Watkin, Keith, General Delivery, Quesnel, B.C.
Whyte, James L., Apt. 1817, 30 Charles Street, West, Toronto 18, Ontario
Woodward, T. W., 59 Costello Drive, Winnipeg, Manitoba
Yuile, J. Watson, C/o R. D. P. Yuile, 55 De Lavigne Road, Westmount 217, P.Q.
Fraser, R. T., Apt. 303, 104 Morgan Street, Nelson, B.C.
Petyok, Paul E., Box 140, Munising, Mich. 49882, USA

New Life Members Welcomed

10140 Charles Ronald McGuire
National Postal Museum, Canada Post Office, Confederation Heights, Oct 31, 1972
10229 Fred W. Fritzinger, P.O. Box 127, Kirkville, Missouri 63601, U.S.A.

New Chapter Welcomed

114 - Toronto Stampex, C/o A. Ruta, Apt. 314, 2 Glamorgan Ave., Scarborough, Ontario

Reinstatement to Active Membership Roster

8476 Beatty, Richard H., Apt. 107, 70 Delisle Avenue, Toronto 7, Ontario

Deceased

Barrie, James F., Saskatoon, Sask.
Paulletich, Mrs. E. M., Yonkers, N.Y., USA
Haigh, K., Toronto, Ont.
McLester, Dr. John C., Windsor, Ont.
Umbreit, G. M., Newton, Iowa, USA

The Canadian Stamp Dealers' Association

Our members are pledged to deal fairly with philatelists.

We urge you to purchase your Stamps and philatelic supplies from dealers displaying the C.S.D.A. symbol.

Please direct enquiries and correspondence to the secretary.

KEN HAIGH
283 LEE AVE.
TORONTO 13, ONTARIO
Membership Delinquent List Relative to 1972 Dues as of September 1st, 1972
(Arranged Geographically)

**NOVA SCOTIA**

9451 Ronald C. Wilson, P.O. Box 497, Lower Sackville, N.S.

**NEW BRUNSWICK**

9760 Brian K. W. Reid, Hampton, N.B.

**QUEBEC**

9427 Georges A. Carrier, 35 Cholette Street, Hull, Quebec

9712 Istvan A. Karpatsi, 7923 Kingsley Road, Apt. 511, Montreal 257, P.Q.

9665 Leonce Marcelle, 31 Geneve, Candiac, P.Q.

9368 Germain Poirier, 4900 - 29th Avenue, Apt. 5, Montreal 490, P.Q.

9534 Ian W. Sinclair, 445 Prince Albert Avenue, Westmount 217, P.Q.

4906 R. J. Sutherland, 235 Melville Avenue, Montreal 6, P.Q.

**ONTARIO**

(Place names alphabetically arranged)

9538 Thomas Ernest Prangley, 87 Houston Street, Chatham, Ont.

8449 Stanley E. Evans, Box 446, Cobourg, Ontario

8432 W. A. Grenville, 182 Cleverdale, Hamilton, Ontario

7088 Peter E. Lerpiniere, 269 Birch Street (Box 685) Lively, Ont.

9208 J. B. Brown, 498 Lakeshore Highway West, Oakville, Ont.

8412 Mrs. Fred A. Carter, 1013 Dundas Highway West, Oakville, Ont.

1128 C. R. Purser, 2988 Rideau River Drive, Ottawa, Ontario K1S 1V2

9631 Martin Brown, 75 Ball Street, Paris, Ontario

9471 Dominick Palmerino, Box 96, Thorold, Ontario

9730 WO. Bruce P. obese, 20 Nelles Avenue, Trenton, Ontario

9143 Dr. Gerald Berks, 3519 Ouellette Avenue, Windsor, Ontario

**TORONTO**

9519 Michael K. Hofstetter, 30 Charles St., West, Apt. 420, Toronto 5, P.O. Box 399

8603 George Neuman, 399 Roehampton Avenue, Apt. 523, Toronto 12

9292 Anthony C. Pepper, 7 Gardiner Road, Forest Hill, Toronto

8839 M. Wiederer, 361 Glengarry Avenue, Toronto 12, Ont.

**MANITOBA**

9580 Wayne E. Brandon, 1042 Clifton Bay, Winnipeg, Man. R3G 2Y3

8798 Mrs. G. O. Duckett, 353 Parkway Blvd., Flin Flon, Man. R5A 0K2

8537 G. N. Willson, M.D., 374 Parkway Blvd., Flin Flon, Man. R5A OR3

**SASKATCHEWAN**

9493 W. H. Metcalfe, 905 Alder Avenue, Moose Jaw, Sask S6H 0X9

8410 John Allan Robb, 2226 Wiggins Avenue, Saskatoon, Sask. S7J 1W7

**ALBERTA**

9378 James L. Bumprey, P.O. Box 2043, Medley, Alta. T0A 2M0


**BRITISH COLUMBIA**

9402 Larry A. Clark, 2636 Coquitlam Avenue, Apt. 301, Port Coquitlam, B.C.

9327 Mrs. W. L. Embleton, 1801 Orchard Drive, Kamloops, B.C.

9854 G. McPherson, 1742 W. 57th Avenue, Vancouver 14, B.C.

9498 Mrs. Doris Shadbolt, 461 North Glendale Ave., North Burnaby, B.C.

9123 L. J. Townsend, 660 Lee Road, Kamloops, B.C.

7066 E. C. Turner, Box 1377, Salmon Arm, B.C.

9413 P. D. Welch, 1200 West Pender Street, Suite 304, Vancouver 1, B.C.

9560 Roy Yoxall, 621 West Pender Street, Vancouver 2, B.C.

**UNITED STATES OF AMERICA**

9229 Cleat G. Badgett, Route 1, Box 530, Cary N.C. 27511, USA

9011 W. G. Brown, 1237 N. Avon Street, Burbank, Calif. 91505, USA

9433 Robert W. Burcham, 325 Camp Hill Road, Fort Washington, Pa. 19034, USA

9736 Alan H. Campbell, 635 Prospect Avenue, Apt. B. 16, South Pasadena, Calif. 91030, USA

9331 Dr. Oliver Carrier, Jr., Dept. of Pharmacology, University of Texas, Medical School, 7703 Floyd Curl Drive, San Antonio Texas, 78229, USA

9760 Charles H. Clark, 265 Forest Avenue, Apt. 2B, Staten Island, N.Y. 10301 USA

9582 John Comstock, 7930 Whitsett, North Hollywood, Calif. 91605, USA

9165 Stephen E. Cooper, 512 Fleming East, Apt. 2, Valejo, Calif. 94590, USA

9678 J. Summer Draper 2nd, 484 West Main Street, Hyannis, Mass. 02601, USA

9629 William J. Droese, 88A East Broadway, Derry, N.H. 03038, USA

8415 Sgt. Myron B. Edgerton, Tennessee, Illinois 62374, USA

9218 Mrs. Janet M. Fraser, 2850 Four Cedars, Apt. 357, Foresthill, Calif. 96031

9768 Maurice R. Friend, M.D., 262 Central Park West, New York, N.Y. 10024, USA

8335 Edward J. Maloney, Jr. 26 South Ontoa Street, Pittsfield, Mass., U.S.A.

9382 Jerome H. Ray Member, Box 54628, Terminal Annex, Los Angeles, Calif. 90004, USA

9502 Irving Moses, 6554 Cresciville Road, Philadelphia, Pa. 19129, USA

9696 Capt. Don E. Mullins, 1 Glacier Drive, Apt. 115, Minot AFB, N.D. 85701 USA

9073 Joseph Pendleton, 1429 Bushwick Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207, USA

9844 William Henry Roll, 535 W. Bernad Ave., Apt. 20, Blythe, Calif. 92225, USA

9470 Richard M. Van Doren, 21 Wheatstone Circle, Fairport, N.Y. 14450, USA

**OTHER COUNTRIES**

9567 Francesco Constantini, Corso Cavour 60, 70121 Bari, Italy

9556 Christopher J. Gidds, 19 Sneding Road, Hornby Heights, NSW, Australia

9572 Rafael A. Hame, San Indalecio No. 127, entre Agua Dulce y Serafinas, Havana, Cuba (Zona 5)

8310 Librarian, Johannesburg Public Library, Market Square, Johannesburg, Transvaal, South Africa

9437 Manu Nensley Merchant, 3 Babulnath Road, Bombay 7, India

9419 Lance Reid, 55 Boundary Road, Claudelands, Hamilton, New Zealand.
Coming Events

NOVEMBER 10 - 11 — Hamilton Philatelic Society Annual Exhibition and Bourse, Hamilton YMCA.


1973

MARCH 31 and APRIL 1, 1973. THE ANNUAL EXHIBITION AND BOURSE OF THE NORTH TORONTO STAMP CLUB will be held at the North Toronto Memorial Gardens, 180 Eglinton Avenue West, Toronto. Exhibition Chairman: Mr. Dave Lane, 2983 Lansdowne Avenue, Toronto 10, Ontario.

5 & 6 MAY — ORAPEX '73 of the RA Stamp Club, RPSC Chapter #41. The 100th anniversary of the RCMP will be honoured.

MAY 11 to MAY 20, INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Munich, Germany. Canadian Commissioner: J. N. Sissons, Suite 27, King Edward Hotel, 37 King Street East, Toronto 1, Ontario.


DECEMBER 19 to 30 — JERUSALEM '73 INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION. Canadian Commissioner: A. Ben David, 7 Old Park Road, Toronto 347, Ontario.


1974. SEPTEMBER 21 to 29 — STOCKHOLMIA '74, INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION. Canadian Commissioner: J. N. Sissons, Suite 27, King Edward Hotel, 37 King Street East, Toronto 1, Ontario.


1978 CAPEX 78 — Toronto International Stamp and Postal History Exhibition. Secretary — Kenneth Rowe, Apt. 403, 90 Warren Road, Toronto 7.

UNITED STATES

THE $3.00 to $50.00 EMPTY SPACES

Every collector advances to a point where the empty spaces in his or her album cost $3.00 and over each. If you are now at that point then my list of fine and very fine mint and used singles would interest you. Each month a list of selected, individually described and reasonably priced stamps are offered to help you towards completing your collection. The list is free and the current copy will be sent at your request. Canadian Checks and Money Orders accepted: Refunds in Canadian Checks, Toronto Dominion Bank.

Henry Stevens
P.O. Box 417 Alton, N.H. 03038
GOING FAST
TWO THOROUGHLY-RESEARCHED HANDBOOKS WRITTEN by
NOTED INTERNATIONAL PHILATELIC AUTHORITIES . . . .

1. "Fundamentals of Philately"
   By L. N. & M. Williams (of London)

This book was 15 years in the making. Five sections are now consolidated in one BIG unabridged edition.
The Williams Brothers today are regarded as the philatelic world's most prolific writing team. Their masterwork, covering 630 pages, plus a detailed index, "is intended primarily to be of assistance to adult 'beginners' seeking guidance, but we have reason to hope that the pages contain matters of record and some fundamental considerations which collectors and students with advanced knowledge will find helpful . . . ." Expertly covered and profusely illustrated are such keystone subjects as Philatelic Trends ★ Aims of Collecting ★ Paper and Terms and Varieties ★ Watermarks ★ Stamp Design, including Features and Terms ★ Printing Problems and Characteristics ★ Intaglio Printing (Line-Engraving and Gravure) ★ Planographic Printing ★ Embossing (including Varieties and Terms) ★ Relief Printing ★ Inks and Color ★ Gum ★ Separation and Terms Relative to Separation.

THE COMPLETE 660-Page UNABRIDGED EDITION, Clothbound $20.00

2. "Canada's Registry System: 1827-1911"
   By Horace W. Harrison (of Maryland)

(A Member of the Royal Philatelic Society of Canada)

Like all good monographs, this fascinating study starts at the very beginning — Money Letters: Forerunner of the Registry System. Other chapters cover Registry Letters Prior to the Issuance of Registered Letter Stamps (1855 to 1875), including domestic use, letters to the United Kingdom and United States, and then into the period of Registered Letter Stamps (1875-1893). Also of prime coverage, with illustrations, are the RPOs and their registry markings.

THE PROFUSELY-ILLUSTRATED HANDBOOK, CLOTHBOUND . . . . $7.50

The prices above include postage. (A.P.S. members are entitled to a 20 per cent discount at the time of placing their orders.)

ORDER YOUR COPIES TODAY
FROM THE

A.P.S. Executive Secretary, P.O. Box 800
STATE COLLEGE, PA. 16801, USA
As the title suggests, you will require the use of a "looking glass" or magnifying glass to find the flaws mentioned in this month's article, although some of the flaws can be seen with the naked eye. A 10 power glass should be used.

Like the Paul Kane, Group of Seven, and B.C. Centennial commemoratives, the two Plains Indian stamps issued on July 6th may be noted for the numerous primary flaws found on them. Earlier I had discussed how the variety collector could tell in which direction the step-and-repeat machine travelled in making the plate by noting the pattern of the primary flaws. On the Group of Seven issue, it travelled across the plate, while on the B.C. Centennial and Paul Kane commemoratives, it travelled up and down the plate.

Upon examining the pattern of the flaws on the Plains Indian stamps three things can be discovered: 1) The step-and-repeat machine moved across the plate. 2) The words Indians of the Plains Canada were printed for both the Artifacts and the Catlin Painting stamps at the same time. This can be detected, when a flaw in the wording appears across the sheet and is found on both stamp designs. 3) The step and repeat machine photographed only one of the two designs at a time. This can be detected by a flaw being found across the rows, but on one design only (either the Catlin Painting or artifacts).

I hope I haven't confused you, but if you consider the positions of the following varieties, things should sort themselves out.

Plains Indian - Artifacts

Primary Varieties
1. black dot below -s- of Les
   r1/1,3,5 r2/2,4
2. short leg on -n- of Plains r1/3,5 reported by the Winnipeg Philatelic Society
3. black dot on second -a- of Canada
   r3/1,3,5
4. red dot below pipe r4/2,4
CANADIAN PHILATELIC SOCIETY
OF GREAT BRITAIN

Hon. Secretary:
DR. C. W. HOLLINGSWORTH,
17 Mellish Road, Walsall, Staffs., England

FOR ALL ASPECTS OF B.N.A.
PHILATELY -- £1.50 PER YEAR,
'MAPLE LEAVES' PUBLISHED
SIX TIMES PER YEAR.

WRITE FOR SPECIMEN COPY

THE MEETING PLACE OF
ALL
SERIOUS B.N.A.
COLLECTORS

The British North
America Philatelic Society

for information write:

JACK LEVINE
2121 - G. North Hills Drive,
Raleigh, North Carolina 27609
U.S.A.
5. black dot above -C- of Canada  
   r8/2,4  r9/1,23  r10/2,4
6. black dot above -C- of Canada and 
   above -d- of Canada  r8/2,4
7. black dot above -f- of, black dot 
   above -C- of Canada, black dot to 
   the right of the drum  r10/2,4

Secondary Varieties
8. doubling of black letters
9. small blue dot above Les, large blue 
   dot above -In- of Indiens  r1/5 
   (reported by the Winnipeg 
   Philatelic Society)
10. black dot below -Pl- of Plains, white 
    dot on -C- of Canada  r7/1
11. blue dot in -C- of Canada, black dot 
    Upper Right of 8 and below -d- of 
    Canada, large red dot to the right 
    of the design  r9/3
12. same as variety #10, but with no 
    blue or red dot  r9/3

Plains Indian, Way of Life
(Catlin Painting)

Primary Varieties
1. black dot below -s- of Les  r1/2,4  
   r2/1,3,5  (see artifacts #1)
2. short leg on -n- of Plains  r1/1,4  
   (see artifacts #2)
3. black dot in second -a- of Canada 
   r3/2,4
4. black dot above -C- of Canada  
   r8/1,3,5  r9/2,4  r10/1,3,5  
   (see artifacts #7)
5. black dot above -C- of Canada and 
   -d- of Canada  r8/1,3,5  
   (see artifacts #6)

Secondary Varieties
7. doubling of letters (see artifacts #8)
8. blue dot to the right of -of-  r7/2
9. large blue dot above -n- of Canada  
   r3/2
10. red dot between -s- of Les, and -s- 
    of des  r1/2

If you have discovered any varieties 
not listed here, please write to Ken 
Pugh, 134-20th Street, Brandon, Man. 
(note change of address)
INDEX of all Canadian Commemoratives to 1971 in alphabetical order. Very useful. 25c. C. W. Baines, 291 Rosemount, Kingston, Ont.

ADVANCED STAMP COLLECTOR looking for serious correspondents to exchange used stamps. Want Canada, USA, Cuba, Israel. Offer Venezuela. Reply guaranteed. Please write to Sam Bendelac, Apartado 8117, Caracas 101, Venezuela, South America.

CANADA — mint, used Coils & overprinted O.H.M.S and G. and other fine Canada, Singles, bl. and Pl. blocks. Fair prices. J. FELIX P.O. Box 5332 Postal Station "A" TORONTO 116, Ontario, Canada.

FOR SALE — 400 mixed U.S. Precancels $2, or 200 for $1. Alvin Gerstenberger, 204 West Glenrosa, Phoenix, Arizona 85013 USA.


MAIL AUCTION SALE #4, closing date November 25, 1972, #5 January 27, 1973. Now accepting better material for these sales. Minimum catalog value $100. Our charge 15% if stamps are sold. Catalog 50c, with prices realized 75c. Tri-Town Stamps, Box 553CP, New Liskeard, Ontario, Canada.

WANTED TO BUY: German POW metered covers WW II in Canada especially Camps 132-133. Gabriel Pustel, 34 Laurelton Avenue, Jackson, New Jersey, 08527, U.S.A.

CANADIAN REVENUES — 25 different $1.00, 100 different cataloging over $25.00 only $29.95. Canada revenue catalog $3.00. Approvals available or want lists filled. Also revenue mail sales. E. van Dam, Box 151, Peterborough, Ontario, Canada.

NEW ISSUE DEPOSIT SERVICE. Great Britain, New Zealand, United Nations and more. Please write for full details. LFA Stamps, 4052 Grapehill Avenue, Burlington, Ontario, Canada.

COLLECTOR wants to sell his collection of Canadian, U.S.A., U.N., British and W. European stamps mostly mint N.H. at 55% Scott, only orders of $5.00 and more accepted. Send your request to International, Box 7094, Station E, Calgary, Alberta / T3C 3L8.


CANADA’S TAGGED STAMPS
Issued from Winnipeg.
Get them while you can at these prices Scott Nos. 337 P to 548 P.

ALL STAMPS ARE DIFFERENT SCOTT NUMBERS IN EACH PACKET
Lightly cancelled - no creases - no tears - no missing corners. All conservatively in Very Fine condition. Very few dealers have stocks of most of these numbers. Here is vastly understated series that is rapidly coming into its own. The major catalogues have begun to recognize the true scarcity and importance of this series. We consider these packets to be a first class Canadian stamp investment. Each grouping will include the famous 1954 Queen Elizabeth 4c definitive; Scott No. 340 P, which now catalogues at $1.50. 20 all different tagged for 1.25. 30 all different tagged for 2.50. 40 all different tagged for 5.00. 50 all different tagged for 10.00. 60 all different tagged for 25.00.

The 60 packet will include the very scarce 404P-4MM - Centre bar (Retail value $3.00) 404P-8MM - Centre bar (Retail value 2.00) and the complete 1st set of 1962 on 1954 issue (Retail value 4.75).

Dealers Discounts Where Stocks Permit
REGENCY COIN AND STAMP CO. LTD.
101 Lindsay Bldg., Winnipeg, Manitoba. (3)
AEROGRAMMES and Post Cards Wanted: Accumulations of Canadian mint and used aeroigrammes and Forces Air Letters. 1930 Canadian sepia post cards, and current post cards cancelled at provincial capitals on 24 July 1972 and at locations on coloured post cards wanted. Major R. K. Malott, 16 Harwick Crescent, Ottawa, K2H 6R1, Ontario, Canada.

* * * *

We have been specializing in RUSSIA for 45 years and have a large selection of Rarities, Errors, Proofs, etc. Empire, Soviet, all border states, Lithuania, Latvia), Armenia (Covers!), Armies, Troup Offices etc. Exclusive stock of ZEMSTVO (special offer - 44 diff. for $22.00). Please write for special offers or approvals, stating your special interest.

Approval selections for a Specialist! Convenient Terms - Attractive Prices!

URGENTLY NEEDED - SPECIALIZED COLLECTIONS!

S. SEREBRAKIAN, INC.

P.O. BOX 448
MONROE, N.Y. 10950

B.N.A.P.S. HANDBOOKS

FAKES & FORGERIES (Smythies - 1972) Hard cover $ 6.00

ESSAYS & PROOFS of B.N.A. (Essay - Proof Society) Soft cover $ 4.00

CANADA & NFLD. POSTAL STATIONERY (Webb) $15.00

CANADIAN STAMPS WITH PERFORATED INITIALS $ 3.00

SQUARED CIRCLE POSTMARKS (Whitehead) $ 1.50

TRANSPORTATION POSTMARKS (Shaw) $ 2.00

Supplement (1970) (Shaw) $ 5.00

BOOKLETS OF THE ADMIRAL ISSUE (Marler) $ 1.50

THE FIFTEEN CENTS OF 1868 (Firth) with priced catalog of $ 3.00

Firth Large Queens Sale

CANADIAN ROLLER CANCELLATIONS (Smythies) $15.00

VARIETIES — QUEEN ELIZABETH ERA — Part I (Pugh) $ 2.00

NEWFOUNDLAND SPECIALIZED — (Meyerson) $ 2.50

O.H.M.S. & "G" (Wrigley) — Fifth Edition (1972) $ 5.00

The above books are obtainable, postpaid, at the prices noted from

D. M. Verity BOX #849
BURLINGTON, ONTARIO
Canada stamps have been printed from three different papers over the last few years. Until recently the Post Office did not officially recognize these papers for collectors but now the Philatelic Agency is starting to sort out some of these stamps, at least whatever is left, and sell them to collectors if asked for. Not all collectors are interested in the large number or variations which have appeared but certain catalogues and price lists begin to offer these variations. Some of these variations are quoted at very high prices but we do not know the basis for the prices. One thing is obvious though, that many post offices did not get all the paper varieties. For example some received one type and others another type of paper. And to make it more complicated the Agency did not receive all types either. The three papers are recognized as the Non Fluorescent paper which has a kind of dull appearance and does not reflect or activate under the UV light. The Fluorescent paper has some reflectivity under the UV light. The third one is the Hybrite paper which is a smooth paper which reflects brightly under the UV light. Since 1968 and not counting the regulars 38 were printed on non fluorescent, 19 on fluorescent and 85 on Hybrite of a total of 119 stamps.

The Ottawa tagging still remains a problem for collectors. Not only must these stamps be separated from any others but even single normal album sheets will transfer the tagging information onto the back of other stamps on the previous page with time under pressure. It will not transmit through plastic sheets. I recently ordered from one dealer two Ottawa error tagged stamps, advertized at seven and ten Dollars each. It was obvious that both were manufatured by pressing one stamp against the other to create the error tagging. The outside edges of the tagged stripes were not sharp but ragged and slightly smudged.

With the unusual amount of rain which we are getting this year it is not surprising to hear of flooded basements and unfortunately some people keep their stamps there. A collection which was shown to me for evaluation had suffered considerable damage from water. The difference in value before and after damage was used to obtain from the house contractor payment for the loss after a court case. What was of interest to me was the fact that all eleven albums, except one, suffered more damage than one. The one album was a regular stamp album in which pages were lying flat, the others four ring binders with loose sheets or home made albums. May be there is a lesson to be learned.

We hear that the National Library in Ottawa is planning a big exhibition of philatelic literature in November. The library owns an extensive collection of such material and we are certain that such venture will not only be welcome by many, it also will help publicize the importance of this field of philately.

We had a preview of the Scott Part 1 and although by the time this appears, you many have your copy. The classic material is still advancing and this time not only the mint but the used as well. The middle period remains steady and some advances are noted in the modern. Booklet panes show an increase this time.
The growing interest in postal stationery all over the world is evident from the new catalogues. A very fine catalogue for the Germany postal stationery including the Old German States was published by Michel. But just try to get such material. We have been trying for years to complete the Admiral postal stationery and although some are listed as only a few cents worth, never found them. If you have any holdings, let me know.

We noticed dealers and collectors are becoming worried about the large number of exhibitions every year. Dealers can not attend them all, may be they like to, and collectors can not afford so many and their exhibits are limited. In USA and Canada there were over 480 exhibitions last year, some probably were not even listed. Should a society co-ordinate or let things go as is? We would rather like to see a few but good exhibitions than many poor or medium shows.

**Exfilbra 72**

Mrs. Geldert, the Canadian Commissioner to EXFILBRA '72 reports Canadians did very well at the exhibition held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil August 26th to September 2nd. The awards were as follows:

**VERMEIL**—A. Ben-David, Toronto, Ontario. (Israel)
Major R. K. Malott, Ottawa, Ontario. (Canadian & Newfoundland airmail flight covers)

**SILVER**—Andrew H. Hinrichs, Labrador City, Newfoundland. (19th century Indian covers)
Dr. M. A. Kamienski, Scarborough, Ontario. (Poland)

**SILVER BRONZE**—(two) Michael Madesker, Downsview, Ontario.
(1) Canadian booklet panes, and 
(2) Tete-beche issues of Israel.
Edward L. Willard (U.S.A.), Captain Alboran I. Dujmovic, Ecuador, Lois M. Evans (U.S.A.) all R.P.S.C. members won small gold medals; Mr. Willard also won a silver medal.

The jury consisted of twenty distinguished philatelists from North, Central and South America including Mr. J. N. Sissons of Toronto.

EXFILBRA '72 was the fourth exhibition sponsored by F.I.A.F. The first in Bogota, Colombia in 1969, the second in Caracas, Venezuela in 1970 and the third in Lima, Peru in 1971. 1973 in Cordova, Argentina has been cancelled and will probably be replaced by Caracas, Venezuela. Santiago de Chille in 1974 has also been cancelled and the exhibition site for that year may be Mexico City. Details will be announced later. However, the official F.I.A.F. exhibition sites from 1975 to 1978 remain as follows:—

1975 - Montevideo, Uruguay;
1976 - Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.;
1977 - La Paz, Bolivia and
1978 - Toronto, Canada.

Officers of F.I.A.F. for the 1973 term remain as before:—

**President** - Alvaro Bonilla-Lara
(Costa Rica)

**Vice-President** - Colonel James T. Devoss (U.S.A.)

**Secretary General & Treasurer** -
Jairo Londono Tamayo (Colombia)

**Consul members for 1973-74** -
Dr. Manuel Risueno (Argentina)
General Mirabeau Pontes (Brazil)

**P.G.**

---

**OPICALS**

ANY SUBJECT A TO Z
(1) No need to buy an entire set to get ONE STAMP.
(2) Over 100,000 varieties to fill your needs.
(3) Building Topical Collections for over 40 years.

**WARREN W. KING**
("King of Topicals")
2321 PARNEIL AVE.,
LOS ANGELES 90064, CALIFORNIA
RE V I E W S
A POSTAGE STAMP HISTORY OF CANADA - VICTOR SEARY


This hard cover book of approximately 170 pages is neither a philatelic work nor a book on Canadian history. What it actually does is relate some of the aspects of our heritage using the postage stamps of this country as illustrations.

The story is set out in divisions (Exploration, Settlement, Government and politics, etc.) rather than in chronological order. In other words, this is a thematic treatment and, as such, is well done. The final chapter is entitled Arts and Letters and deals with Canadian men and women in the creative arts who have had some connection with the postage stamps of this country. It is extremely interesting.

The book is profusely illustrated and it is in this area that its main fault is found. The illustrations are, for the most part, close to the size of the stamps as issued and do not carry the impact that larger ones would have accomplished. Also, a few of the stamps (common ones) are shown cancelled and stand out as blemishes among the others.

Neither historians nor specialist philatelists will gain much from the book. However, it is ideal for the junior collector because it will not only broaden his approach to stamp collecting but will also give him an insight to many of the interesting facets of Canadian history. It would make an excellent gift for the neophyte collector.

F. G. S.

TORONTO ’73
THE MUSKOKA LAKES -- THEIR POST OFFICES

By MAX ROSENTHAL

"The Muskoka Region, occupying the 'Highlands of Ontario', is a natural health resort. The Muskoka District consists of an elevated plateau, containing over 800 lakes, varying in size from 30 miles in extent to mere miniature lily ponds connected with the larger lakes by rivers or rivulets. The larger lakes are studded with rock-girt isles, varying in size from hundreds of acres in extent to small moss-grown rocky islets with one or more stunted specimens of pines."

So rhapsodized "Toronto and Adjacent Summer Resorts", an "Illustrated Souvenir and Guide Book" produced by the Murray Printing Company, of Toronto, in 1894. It was one of many publications enticing an ever increasing number of tourists each summer to Muskoka, a seasonal influx which brought about the opening of the first summer post offices in Canada, postal facilities open only during the warm months.

As mentioned in "Muskoka District — The First Post Offices", in the Canadian Philatelist, May-June 1971, A. P. Cockburn came to Gravenhurst, to build the first steamboat on the Muskoka Lakes, the Wenonah, which went into service in 1866, nine years before the railway reached it, making its maiden trip to Bracebridge. Its hull was wooden, and along the curve at the top of the paddle-wheel boxes was painted "Royal Mail and Express Packet."

The cork W which was used to cancel stamps at Gravenhurst during the middle 1870s undoubtedly referred to the Wenonah. From 1866 another of the Cockburns, J. P., kept the post office in his stationery and fancy good store. When the railway came through, the line ended west of the town, on Muskoka Bay. There Daniel McPherson opened West Gravenhurst post office in 1880.

Summer Resort Beginnings

The Wenonah ended the excruciating experience of travelling through Muskoka by stage coach, over corduroy roads, to places on its route. Other steamships followed, also carrying the mails as well as passengers, as listed in "Muskoka District Post Offices — The Second Decade", in the Canadian Philatelist of January — February 1972.

Americans first put Muskoka to recreational use, soon joined by people from southern Ontario. By 1879 W. E. Hamilton could write in his "Guide Book and Atlas of Muskoka and Parry Sound Districts" that "a very large proportion of the islands in our front lakes have been bought by wealthy tourists from the 'Front' as places of summer residence."

At first the northern end of Lake Joseph was preferred, but soon islands throughout the lakes were occupied, and hotels appeared on shores and islands everywhere. In the 1880's all of Muskoka developed with a rush.

The 1894 booklet "Toronto and Adjacent Summer Resorts" gave its readers a tour of the main lake system.

"Leaving the Grand Trunk train on its arrival at Muskoka Wharf, the traveller is at once conveyed by one of
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the Muskoka and Georgian Bay Navigation Co.'s fine steamers to any required point on the lakes. Unless the traveller takes the Bracebridge boat and visits the county town, the first stopping place of imporance is Beaumaris, situated on Tondern Island, and about 14 miles from Gravenhurst.

"The Beaumaris Hotel commands a fine outlook on Lake Muskoka, and is kept in first-class style by mine host Edward Prowse. There are a number of summer cottages, a store and a church within a short distance of the hotel. There is a daily mail and express office." Prowse had established Beaumaris post office on the Monck Township island in 1881, and it was open all year.

On From Beaumaris

"Situated on a beautiful sheltered bay behind Tondern Island is the Milford Bay House, kept by Robert Stroud. It is a strictly Temperance House, and is much esteemed as a quiet retreat by ministers of the Gospel and others. There are good camping grounds on the premises, and a small general store is kept for the convenience of campers and cottagers." Open only during the summer, Milford Bay post office had been opened by Stroud in 1889, on lot 26 concession 10 of Monck.

"Mortimer's Point is about equi-distant from Beaumaris and Bala. There are a large number of summer cottages in this locality, most of which are owned by citizens from Toronto. The post office is Mortimer's Point, and here also is located the Wingberry Hotel, kept by Wm. Mortimer." Situated on lot 29 concession C of Medora, the post office had been brought into being by Mortimer in 1889, with a daily mail stage to Gravenhurst and Bracebridge.

In lot 15 concession E of the same township, on the western shore of Lake Muskoka, George Penn opened Dudley in 1894. This was west from Mortimer's Point, but, continuing north from the latter one came to Whiteside, opened in 1886 by William D. White in his general store in lot 18 concession 1 of Medora. A stage carried the mail twice weekly from it to Bala, Port Carling and Gravenhurst. On an island just south of Point Kaye, in Monck Township, Port Keewaydin summer post office was opened in 1894 by Miss Nellie M. Dundas. A little east of Point Kaye, on the mainland, John Hutton established in 1889 Hutton House. A stage carried the mail twice weekly to Bracebridge, but in summer daily as well, by water.

Entering Lake Rosseau

"Port Carling is a picturesque little hamlet situated on the Government Locks between Lake Rosseau and the Indian River. It is the most central point in Muskoka; all the Muskoka Navigation Company's steamers, as well as all craft passing from Lakes Rosseau and Joseph to Muskoka Lake, must pass through the Port Carling Locks.

"The lower part of Lake Rosseau is emended with numerous beautiful islets. Ferndale here nestles in a deep sheltered bay. The Ferndale House stands on a high bluff. R. G. Penson is the proprietor of the hotel. Ferndale is two miles distant from Port Carling by water and one mile by land."

Penson had come out from England, to settle in Muskoka, in 1869, on lot 30 concession 6 of Medora. There in 1888 he opened Ferndale House summer post office; a mail stage went thrice weekly to Bracebridge.

A few days before Penson located on his land back in 1869, Charles Minett had also arrived from England, to take up lot 23 concession 11 of Medora. At the beginning of the 1880's Minett built one of the first hotels for summer visitors, which he called Cleveland's. "Cleveland's has long been a popular resort. There is a post office here and the M. & G. B. Navigation Co.'s steamers call daily."

(To be continued)
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